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TWO DUDES AND SOME GODS 
 
Jorg Klein John Reneaud 

 
The name of their March 13, 2022, release, PLUTO GODS, was John's idea, 
perfectly suited to his compadre, Jorg. Both radio hosts describe themselves as 
having a lot of might, hence, the idea to become the PLUTO GODS and 
compose music, not of this world, which is most befitting. 
 
John Pluto Radio 
 
John is the program manager of PLUTO RADIO, the player of righteous Rock 
on this station that has remained non-commercial for fourteen years. 
PLUTO and John are extremely popular and well respected within the Indie 
field. 
 
Jorg’s World Radio 
 
Jorg’s World Radio with Jorg from Germany is an international rock slayer 
that fills 2 hours Wed to Sun, with an extensive variety of the best of old and 
new rock, including some Indies. Jorg's endearing peculiarities and overt love 
for music make him a marvel in the radio world. 
 
Both Gods 
 
The two, both love old school 60s-90s Rock, and carry those time tags of 
being wide open. They are exquisitely talented in song writing, composition, 
vocals and many instruments. 
 
The Gods Jump 
 
John heard Jørg’s virtuoso guitar abilities and knew he landed in righteousness. 
Due to the maestro Jorg's remarkable insight, arrangement, and flair. John calls 



what they do ADVENTURE ROCK. He doesn't know if this fits any major 
marketing scheme, but it feels right to them! 
 
Double Rocker History 
 
These guys both have backgrounds that scream old school between them they 
learned much about music along the way! 
 
Jorg 
 
Jorg started music at the age of five. His musical parents let him take his first 
steps in singing and playing with a harp, an accordion and organ. He taught 
himself hooks and lines out of radio songs. At 9 he had a few years of classical 
guitar lessons, before his parents gifted him his first electric guitar. From this 
never forget moment, the guitar formed his life and a journey began, not yet 
ended. Performing cover songs in different bands did not stop him from 
composing his own songs on acoustic guitar. 
 
Jorg- A Live Mixer 
 

After a few months working in a studio and being a live mixer in a club, he 
built his own studio and started recording and developing his skills on 
instruments, composition and studio technique. 
 
And, here I stand, in the middle of a wonderful process that needs more than 
one life to be fulfilled. 
 
Jorg's Old School Band Favs 
 
Jorg loves some great old school bands, 70s-90s: AC/DC, Whitesnake, Black 
Sabbath, Kiss, Iron Maiden - and all other bands that had cool guitar riffs. And, 
of course, all of the great solo guitar artists like Steve Vai, Yngwie J. Malmsteen 
or Joe Satriani. 
 
John 
 
John is beyond cool; this guy carries such a cool background it's cold! As a kid 
he sang in a church choir and around age 19 took vocal lessons from a failed 
opera singer in Detroit. He couldn’t afford to keep paying for lessons, so he 
incessantly practiced the scales he had been taught himself. 



 
In his early twenties, he formed a band that did something between new wave 
and punk. After they broke up, he bought some ‘badass’ guitars and started 
putting down musical ideas. He wrote music for several dance companies and 
sat in with bands and sang blues or rock. John also performed musical theatre 
from time to time. He performed nightly with cult-famed jazz duo Marty & 
Elayne in Hollywood which inspired him to put together his band the Electric 
Shamans. He learned vocals by listening to some greats Ray Charles, David 
Bowie, Greg Lake, Aretha Franklin. 
 
John does love rock. He worked at Detroit’s WLLZ for some years which put 
him into the 70’s music vibe. According to John, Detroit loves late sixties, early 
seventies rock! He modelled the Detroit Free Form Radio, along with his, 
"Strange, desert living, conspiracy nut Uncle Lee Crisman." 
 
"I was inspired to create Pluto Radio which is now in its fourteenth year of 
commercial free, non-corporate, online operation - playing the music that 
deserves to be heard!" 
 
John's Old School Band Favourites 
 
John holds some great old bands as favourites. His older brother turned him 
onto some great vibes: Alice Cooper, Black Sabbath and Deep Purple. He 
discovered Lynyrd Skynyrd and Nirvana on his own. "I’d smoke weed and fall 
asleep to Mozart, or WJZZ." 
 
The Gods Met In A World Beyond 
 

Jorg and John met via Pluto Radio and have completed a bold music EP: PLUTO 
GODS!  
 
Go to part II where these dudes dime out facts, cool stuff and interpretations of 
the actual EP tunes: PLUTO GODS  

 

Right here on site! 


